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Editor's Introduction 
Lani Shapiro 
 
I’ve run out of words...how many different ways are there to say, “unprecedented?” All of us are 
affected by multiple layers of crisis: serious risks to personal and collective health, continuing 
civic discord, financial uncertainty and continuing inequality. 

How do we move forward with so much uncertainty? Loris Malaguzzi insisted that teaching 
should only be one third certainty and two thirds uncertainty. It is in this spirit that children and 
educators continue their work building knowledge together, and that the Network offers 
opportunities for learning and reflection, exchange and creativity each month in the form of 
Virtual Gatherings, Book Study and Doc Labs. In all of our activities, in-person or virtual, 
published or informal, we work to embody the practices of dialogue, reflection and collaboration. 
Critical reflection and perspective-taking are essential skills of democracy, which improve with 
practice. Educational settings can choose to be places for this practice of complexity, in both 
formal contexts and daily interactions. We need our schools to be places for children to learn and 
foster these skills of democracy, now more than ever. 

 



 

Together we believe in democracy as a right and a tool for shared values 
that supports diversity, applauds the idea of opposing points of view, and 

believes in dialogue that confirms possible and diverse viewpoints. 
 

Harold Gothson 

This issue of the newsletter features both information about events to come and thoughtful 
reflections on past experiences. Founding member, Sandy Burwell, describes the evolution of 
DocLab and invites participation. Teachers Nancy Nakoaka, Meredith Dodd and Joey Schoen 
each write about their experience participating in Network events from different points of view. 
A book review by Marty Watson reminds us of the rich literature published by ReggioChildren 
that is available to support and extend our thinking. Gretchen Sandberg and Reba Bataldan offer 
perspectives as teacher or parent on their experiences during this time of Covid. To broaden our 
experience of collaboration, the Outreach and Growth Committee issues a “Call for 
Participation.” 

We envision a community that equips its people to invigorate democracy 
and expand the concept of learning through dialogue, reflection and 

collaborative work.  
 

Vision Statement, Reggio-Inspired Network of Minnesota 

Thanks to contributors for their generosity, time and collaboration in making their thinking 
visible and to readers for engaging with those thoughts. Yes, many things now are uncertain, still 
we must continue to work together, learn with one another and sustain the important work of 
collaborating on building a better future for each and every one of us. 

We hope that you find these reflections provocative and resources useful. 

Lani Shapiro 
Editor  
 

Professional Development 
Authentic and Intentional Collage 
(In the process of Develop approval) 

February 20, 2021 
9 a.m. - 11 a.m. CST 

Participants will explore the many opportunities for more complex collages that are possible if 
offered with more intentionality on the part of the teacher. 

 



 

Workshop includes handouts of resources and samples of 
books.  In the classrooms, many types of collage with a wide 
variety of materials will be set up to gain hands-on  familiarity 
of the many possibilities of collage materials and techniques. 
The morning will end with dialogue, reflection and evaluation. 

Presenter: Sandy Burwell  

Zoom 
 
Register (Zoom link will be sent after payment and in a 
reminder email sent Friday before the event to all registered). 

Cost: $20 

Email Heidi Wolf for details and registration: hwolf@bsmschool.org 

Continuing Professional Development 
Monthly Open Book Studies via Zoom 

Listening is an active verb that involves giving meaning and value to the 
perspective of others, a form of assessment. This kind of listening is a way 

of welcoming others and their differences, and a way of welcoming 
different theories and perspectives. 

Carla Rinaldi 

Do you enjoy reading and thoughtful conversation? We meet 
every third Sunday of the month from 3:00 pm – 4:30 pm. We are 
currently meeting virtually to discuss The Wonder of Learning, 
the hundred languages of children. We read slowly, never more 
than one chapter per month; sometimes we repeat a chapter if we 
don't feel finished with it. We read closely and listen carefully to 
one another. Each meeting, we learn together without a fixed 
destination, embracing uncertainty, diversity and complexity. 

All are welcome; there is no charge. 
 

To receive the ZOOM link for the Book Studies, send your email to 
reggioinspiredmn@gmail.com. You'll be added to the mail list created for the Book Studies 
conducted via ZOOM and will receive a reminder to register for the zoom link. Participate when 
you can. 
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Continuing Professional Development 
Doc Lab: Looking Back with Reflection; Looking Forward 
with Intention 
Sandra Burwell  
Sandra’s professional career includes over 50 years in education as a teacher, director, supervisor, mentor and 
educational coordinator for children birth through high school, but primarily early childhood.  Presently, she is a 
consultant and presenter for professional development inspired by the philosophies of Reggio Emilia and Maria 
Montessori in the areas of authentic experiences, material exploration and the environment. 

In the Spring of 2013, I wrote about the work of the Network and what I interpreted as positive 
intentions to go deeper by offering and exploring avenues of Reggio theories in our midwest 
culture and context. The Network has grown in number and geographic reach and the resulting 
dialogue has become richer. There have been many deliberate steps taken by members, 
committees and small groups. One such initiative has been Documentation Labs. As Joanne 
Esser has explained so elegantly in earlier issues of the Network Newsletter, Documentation 
Labs were an experiment to gather members to collaborate to study traces of learning. Prior to 
the pandemic, people would gather monthly, read, analyze and interpret traces brought to a 
public space or school environment.   

After it became evident that meeting in person would not be possible, the Outreach and Growth 
Committee organized the Documentation Labs virtually on Zoom.  

It has always been the intention of the Network to foster continuity, but initially, we analyzed a 
unique set of traces each month. In the December Zoom meeting, the intention was to follow up 
from the November, “Exploration of Light and Shadow.” We were to enter into dialogue about 
light and shadow by exploring in our contexts throughout the month and bring that research to 
the Lab. 

This approach felt fresh and authentic. We were following traces to project intentions for future 
work…a new thread of continuity.  This, in my opinion, was a breakthrough, a big step into 
deeper wisdom. Our inspiration from the Reggio educators and our interpretation of that 
philosophy in our own contexts is a spiral journey, revisiting, gaining new insights and growth, 
continually re-examining our own theory and practice. My hope is that, as a community of 
learners, we can continue to help each other proceed further into the continuous complexity of 
our work. 

Virtual Doc Labs are scheduled from 9 a.m. - 11 a.m. Central Time on the following dates: 

February 27, 2021 Register 
March 27, 2021 Register 
April 24, 2021 Register 

For more information contact Heidi Wolf: hwolf@bsmschool.org 
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Reflections on the Language of Light and Shadow: thinking 
about beauty, agency and time  
Meredith Dodd 
As lead teacher at the University of Chicago Laboratory School, Meredith’s teaching is structured to build young 
children’s democratic dispositions through social emotional learning, mathematics, symbolism and ecological 
systems approaches. Meredith loves to help people understand the power of documenting children’s learning in 
ways that reveal children’s growth in comprehension and understanding - and inform teachers’ decision-making. 

The goal (of educators) is to better understand and reflect on the capacity 
and skills and way of thinking of children. 

Magdalena Tedeschi, Pedagogista 

The Reggio Emilia Approach views interactive, kinesthetic mediums as languages children use 
to express their knowledge. At the November Network Gathering, Sandy Burwell presented a 
rich tableau for how light and shadow are such languages. Her examples of children 
enthusiastically engaged in playful, creative ways demonstrates a natural and yet intentional 
approach to learning.  

Burwell’s presentation reminded me of the 2020 Reggio-Children E-Learning Webinar, Children 
and the Digital. Teachers in Reggio Emilia are intentional in the integration of materials into 
classroom learning spaces. In fact, they view their spaces as living environments. Their 
classrooms grow and change to reflect children’s developing interests and acquired knowledge. 
The webinar presenters, Magdalena Tedeschi and Simona Spaggiari, described three important 
concepts that guide the Reggiani educators thinking, decision-making and planning: agency, 
beauty, and time. They use these concepts to thread together images, anecdotes and the idea that 
digital is a place for expanding upon languages to interact with each other. 

The language of light and shadow naturally lends itself to support children’s agency. Burwell’s 
examples for exploring light and shadow invite children to independently construct their learning 
about the world around them. Children enter into a magical world of light and shadow 
intentionally constructed by teachers to create deep, feelings-based relationships with the 
language. Children have space to actively explore the language and begin to use it with their own 
intentions.  

The Italians believe beauty is 

a necessary condition for learning. Beauty, in our interpretation, is not a 
characteristic to just be added. It is a crucial condition. It’s part of our 
DNA in the construction of the environment so that children and adults 

can feel at ease and can support each other.  

Tedeschi 

 



 

The images shared in Burwell’s presentation and the Reggio webinar were environments of 
simplicity. Children’s use of open-ended materials with the languages of light and shadow 
emerged due to an absence of distraction. The beauty of the spaces appeared because the children 
could clearly read and interact with the materials presented by the teachers. There is not too 
much, not too little.  Burwell states, “What matters is the intention you have for the materials. 
What are you thinking or focusing on with a few materials?  What are you and the children 
excited about? Keep it simple.” 

In their webinar the Italians describe that time is experienced differently as an adult and as a 
child. “We found a sort of oxymoron in the construction of the culture of the adults around 
technology…As adults, we speak about time as a dimension that passes by very fast.” Thus, the 
adult’s intention for a language may be at odds with how children desire to explore and utilize 
the language. “Children can really just lift up the dimension of time by unzipping their mental 
steps and by slowing down their reflections.” Tedeschi’s statement focuses on the dichotomy 
between a child’s use of technology and an adult’s understanding of the purpose of technology. 
The adult views technology as a tool to accomplish tasks faster. The Italians found that 
children’s use of technology can be a tool for slowing down time. Children use technology to 
look closely at an object, an idea, or to bring together many languages to express their 
understanding of the world around them. 

This idea of using a language for different purposes as a result of one’s experience of time 
resonated with me in one particular example in Burwell’s presentation. Like Burwell, I love the 
overhead projector as a material to explore the language of light and shadow. The projector 
provides so many possibilities for individual and group discoveries. Burwell shared an image of 
a child’s assembly of mixed objects illuminated on a white wall:  transparent, colored plastic 
alongside and on top of opaque letters and necklaces. I have seen images such as this in my 
classroom. There are moments when I question my purpose for offering this exploration of an 
overhead projector and loose parts. Why do children seemingly always create a mound of 
materials onto the projector? Am I not listening to the children correctly? Have I provided too 
many loose parts? Is this language of light being lost?  What happens next? The following quote 
from Burwell brought me comfort, gave further insight into this “oxymoron,” of time’s purpose, 
and reminded me of why I love what I do. She states,  

There is a tendency of children to keep intentionally and carefully placing objects on the 
overhead until the whole thing is a pile and you can’t see the light. I wonder what 
problem they want to solve? What wonder! 

Agency, beauty and time are all found in this image of 
a child’s first experiences with an overhead projector. 
Burwell’s presentation challenges us to explore 
languages alongside children.  In doing so, the adult 
needs to model patience and curiosity. It is the 
responsibility of adults to reflect on their assumptions 
of children’s purpose. We need to consider the 
meaning of a child’s use of a language as a part of 
their relationship with time. Burwell ends with a gift 

 



 

for early childhood educators during this time of separation due to COVID-19. She reminds us of 
the power we have to influence generations of human beings. We have a commitment to play 
with children in the ever-growing environments we co-construct.  

We need stories of hope. These stories can nurture our spirits for a future of joy. We get to be a 
part of it!  

Reflections: Doc Lab 
Nancy Nakaoka 
Nancy grew up in Wisconsin and went to UW-Madison. She has taught both in the U.S. and Japan, where she lived 
for 22 years. Currently, Nancy works at Grace Neighborhood Nursery School with 4-5 year olds.  

Last fall, I re-watched the movie, Yes Man, so when I was invited to bring traces of work from 
light, dark and shadows, I said “yes.” I had never participated in a Doc Lab, so I was not sure 
what to share, let alone what to do in Zoom.  I was trying to take more risks, just like we 
encourage our children to do in our classes. I gathered some pictures and a dialogue from a 
pre-Covid class that I co-taught.  

The Reggio-Inspired Network of Minnesota Doc Lab uses a protocol which guides the 
discussion and brings so much depth.  For the first step, we started by choosing roles, timekeeper 
and notetaker, and I also took my own notes.  

The second step involved everyone observing, without me speaking or explaining anything about 
the pictures. Participants could just “read” the pictures and the dialogue. At first, I was nervous 
that someone might criticize the pictures.  

My nervousness went away when, in the third step, the teachers described what they noticed 
from the pictures and dialogue. I quietly took notes; it was fascinating what they saw that I had 
not. This was very powerful. They noticed who was fitting together, friendships, inclusion, 
leadership, who had resources and who did not. They noticed how comfortable the students felt 
together and the close space they were in together.  

In the fourth step, the teachers posed questions that came from their observations. I found this 
very valuable, because they focused on what they were wondering about. They wondered how 
the children’s play with beds was connected to light and dark. Were the children comfortable in 
the light and dark? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

How does this play relate to building a spaceship?  

 

They wondered about the closeness of the beds.  

 
In the fifth step, participants speculated about what the children were working on and observed 
that “bed-making” might really be about friendships and inclusion - cementing friendships.  

 

 



 

The teachers noticed that the dialogue was not about space as much as fitting together. There was 
a discussion about the interplay between what is initiated by the children and that offered by the 
teachers.  

It was not until the sixth step, after listening to the teachers discuss the pictures and the dialogue, 
that it was my turn to talk. I could respond to any of the questions that I wanted and ignore 
others. By then there was such a rich discussion! I gave some background, information and 
acknowledged that sometimes I struggle with what the children initiate and what I offer. 

In the seventh step, we discussed implications for teaching, learning and children’s strategies. 
Important themes emerged: democracy, children working together, who is included and who is 
not. What is the role of the teacher and when do I step in and when do I observe? For me the 
experience was very rich in learning, because it helped draw my attention to things that I had 
never noticed or observed. Who feels included and who feels left out? This has a profound effect 
on how I look at the children’s play now in my class.  

If children learn in the early years how to build a more democratic community in class, imagine 
what it could mean for a better world. I would encourage anyone to try participating in a Doc 
Lab, even with one or two photos or a single dialogue. You will open yourself up to learning in a 
relaxing, engaging and deep way. Using this protocol would also be wonderful to do with my 
school team with a few traces as a project unfolds, drawing on what other teachers observe, to 
get to a deeper, more meaningful place.  

Protocol 

Book Review: Everything has a Shadow, Except Ants, 
published by Reggio Children, Reggio Emilia, Italy 
Marty Watson 
Marty Watson M.Ed., recently retired Director of Dodge Nature Preschool, has supported the  implementation of 
the Reggio Approach with her staff in a variety of preschool and school-age settings since 1995. She serves on the 
Reggio-Inspired Network of MN Board as Treasurer and Resource Committee chair. Marty looks forward to 
supporting teachers in their work through continuing and expanding her own work as mentor and trainer.  
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As I finished reading this book in preparation to write a review, I sat among shadows revolving 
around my living room. The light and dark were constantly changing, drawing my eyes to 
different areas of the space. I couldn’t help but think...of course shadows and their play are 
something of fascination for children and worthy of study! 

Everything Has a Shadow, Except Ants was published in 1990, written with the intention to be 
the first of a series of books that would begin to present the ideas and practices of early 
childhood education in Reggio Emilia. In his introduction, Sergio Spaggiari, Director of 
Education in Reggio Emilia, stresses that “the teacher is called to structure the educational 
experience primarily as it evolves, not just beforehand.” 

Inspiring quotes from literature about shadow leads to a discussion from Mariano Dolci, theatre 
consultant and artist, detailing historical views in literature and art that confirm our fascination 
and interpretation of shadow and light. His artist’s perspective challenges our own understanding 
of light and shadow and defines the enlightenment that children can provide us as they encounter 
shadows with their wonder, curiosity and questions. 

Finally, Loris Malaguzzi, educator and founder of the schools of Reggio Emilia, provides a 
reflection about this shadow project to the reader. He takes the understanding of the artist, with 
the observation of the teacher, and interprets the work of the children. Malaguzzi questions our 
way of thinking about children. He states “children are capable of constructing thoughts and 
reflections because knowledge is with them, right from birth, in the heart of life itself.” 

The book continues by documenting the exploration and understanding of shadow by the 
children through their words, photographs of their play and representations created with paint 
and pencil. The reader has the opportunity to see the children discover and explore an idea, 
follow as the teachers and children extend and test possibilities, explore questions and finally 
move to develop projects that include shadows.  

This book can be read several times and each time new information is learned. It would be a 
good read for a team of teachers to help clarify their understanding of how documenting 
children’s work and reflecting on it deepens both the teacher and child’s learning. 

Everything Has a Shadow is available at the Debra S. Fish Library or can be purchased through 
the NAREA website.  

Enter Encounter Engage The Reggio-Inspired Network of 
Minnesota 9th Annual Conference 

An Inquiry Into How Children Think with Their Bodies 

I believe that children are built to use their bodies to understand the world 
they live in.  Not only do they come to understand their surroundings by their 
actions, they also begin to lay down motor habits that they can use to expand 
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their worlds.  Through the actions choices they make, whether they are 
reaching into a hole or diving into a tub of corn, create purpose and meaning 

in real time. 

Tom Bedard 

  

Reflections 
Joey Schoen 
Joey Schoen is a Lead Teacher and Assistant Director at Dodge Nature Preschool. She is a regular participant (and 
past coordinator) of the Network's Monthly Gatherings.  She values these opportunities to reflect on teaching 
practice and gain wisdom from her colleagues. 

I had the pleasure of attending the fall Gathering, “An Inquiry Into How Children Think With 
Their Bodies,” hosted by Tom Bedard. Anyone who is familiar with Tom’s work knows that it 
was a morning well spent. Those unfamiliar with Mr. Bedard should seek out his work 
http://tomsensori.blogspot.com to understand why I say this. (Full disclosure, Tom and I are part 
of a podcast team and have presented workshops together.) After a session with Tom, I feel as 
though I have scrubbed my teaching practice clean. My perspective is renewed. 

This workshop felt particularly refreshing as it presented work that was unencumbered by 
constraints of the coronavirus pandemic. Teaching during this pandemic has required us to add a 
lens of public health to our teaching perspective. It’s necessary for safety, and it’s temporary. 
We’ll get through it. However, I found it so freeing to think about young children without 
concerns of symptom checking, distancing and hand washing. Those children are joyfully 
playing at the water table, face to face, and it’s OK. I was surprised by how strongly relieving 
this felt and grateful for a morning spent focused on the delights of my profession. 

Tom’s workshop was also a reminder of how rich and rewarding your teaching practice can be 
when you operate from a place of respect and curiosity. Tom spoke of the need to “respect 
children’s response to the novelty they face every day.” Tom models fascination and delight in 
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the pursuits of the children in his care. Observing children and working to understand what they 
might be thinking, leads to intriguing questions. Just a few examples from this workshop: 

“How does a child know to use his right hand to keep balance as he climbs?”  

“Does the child find the object and then decide what to do or does the child choose the 
object for a purpose?”  

“Are children’s actions their own stream of consciousness?” 

But here’s the great thing—these questions don’t always need to be answered. We’ll learn plenty 
through our observations even if we don’t find all the answers. And—most certainly—Tom is 
not advocating that we interrupt children at work and grill them about why they do what they do. 
Ultimately, it’s for the children to know and for us to marvel at. But if we don’t enjoy the 
wondering, what are we doing in the classroom? 

Distance Learning: Opportunities for Families and 
Educators 
Lani Shapiro 

The changes that have come with the coronavirus continue to disrupt everyone’s lives, 
relationships, routines and expectations. President of Reggio Children, Claudia Guidici, said 
(regarding COVID), “This completely unknown and unforeseen situation obliges us to rethink 
our daily way of life, our work and our relations, our way of seeing others and everything that 
surrounds us.” The structure of care and education for the coming year remain uncertain. 

Reggio Children is offering several kinds of distance learning possibilities:  

The first, free resource is a series of small, accessible and open ended proposals especially suited 
for the home “to develop ideas and initiatives, for us to stay together, play together and make 
school together.”  

The second free resource comes from the Loris Malaguzzi Centre Foundation, which promotes 
the Reggio Approach around the world. These online documents provide a glimpse into teachers’ 
thinking and planning, not just in the context of the digital environment. They provide intriguing 
starting points, structured around ordinary household materials, for in-person or distance learning 
for teachers and parents supporting their children at home.  
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The third category of offerings involves live webinars presented by teachers, pedagogistas and 
atelieristas sharing narratives, analysis, images and videos from Reggio Emilia. Webinars are in 
Italian with simultaneous translation in English. Check for the current schedule.  

 

Scholarships 
RINM Education Scholarship 

The Reggio-Inspired Network of Minnesota's Education Scholarship is available to those 
interested in learning more about the Reggio Approach. Network members are invited to apply at 
any time of the year (a minimum of 6 weeks before an event you plan to attend). This 
scholarship may be used for registration costs to local, national or international Reggio-inspired 
workshops and conferences. Preference will be given to professional development opportunities 
where educators from the schools of Reggio Emilia, Italy are presenting. Funds are limited and 
awards are made at the discretion of the Reggio-Inspired Network of Minnesota Board. 

Application 

Monthly Gathering Scholarship 

The Reggio-Inspired Network of Minnesota offers a year-long scholarship which sponsors an 
individual to participate in the Saturday Gatherings for the 2021-2022 school year.  Anyone with 
a deep curiosity about Reggio Emilia is encouraged to apply.  

This scholarship, established by the Network’s Board, is in honor of Sandy Burwell, a founding 
member of the Reggio-Inspired Network of Minnesota. Sandy has been particularly devoted to 
the Saturday Gatherings. 

Application  

Being a Teacher During a Pandemic  
Gretchen Sandberg  
Gretchen Sandberg has been a Teacher in a toddler room for 14 years, currently at Little Trenders Preschool in 
Lakeville. All her energy, passion and joy go into her work with toddlers because she believes so strongly in their 
abilities.  She is a resource for innovative toddler experiences and materials as well as classroom design. 
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The pleasure of learning…a crucial feeling which must be reinforced so 
that the pleasure survives even when reality may prove that learning, 

knowing and understanding involve difficulty and effort.  

Loris Malaguzzi 

March 2020 seems like a lifetime ago. That is when Covid first affected our small preschool. 
We were closed for a few weeks and then made our plans to safely open back up for the families 
that really needed us while they created software solutions and services for emergency 
responders.  We were scared and nervous of all the unknowns but we are teachers and our hearts 
are most full when we are with children.  We took temperatures, we had new protocols, new 
procedures, questioning and nervous parents, sad days, hard days and lots of cleaning and 
sanitizing. We came together in this new challenge as a team and we made our new normal work 
effectively for our community. Here we are, almost 10 months later and the one thing that has 
gotten us through this is our children.  They are thriving, learning and happy.  

There are definitely hard things but finding the magic moments has brought joy and shown us 
what really has value. While the world is in turmoil, still the children are saying their first words, 
taking their first steps, accomplishing things for the first time, learning to read, building new 
relationships, finding out who they are and learning to love.  

Childhood should be a time of whimsy and laughter, and it is the greatest 
privilege of the early childhood professional to be part of the world.  

Michelle Saucedo 

A Parent Perspective on Zoom School 
Reba Batalden 
Reba Batalden co-founded and currently serves as Board Chair of St. Paul School of Northern Lights, a 
Reggio-inspired K-8 school. She holds a Ph.D. in Ecology and during her graduate tenure developed and taught 
inquiry-based, interdisciplinary science curriculum for St. Paul Public Schools and professional development 
courses for middle and high school science teachers. In a pandemic, she is mama, teacher, chef and playmate to 4 
children, ages 10, 8, 5 and 2. 

As I write this my children are back in virtual school after two weeks of winter break. During the 
break, my four children (two grade school-aged, a preschooler and a toddler) engaged in deep 
imaginative play. They wrote, designed costumes and sets, and performed plays; built a freeform 
Lego Hogwarts (all the while constructing a series of cars for the 2-year old to keep him 
occupied); and busied themselves making endless little trinkets for one another as gifts. 
Outdoors, they developed an elaborate imaginary game of warring kingdoms. Each child 
constructed a fort in one corner of the yard and met in the middle for swordplay and council 
meetings. As a parent, I make a practice of observing them with a critical eye, noticing all they 
are learning and working through in play. As I watched them over break, I was struck that this 

 



 

play seemed both so familiar and typical for them, but also that it had been a long time since I 
had seen them play in this way.  

What started as a small nugget in the back of my mind during break, became obvious when 
school resumed. Now my older children spend their mornings on zoom, and the afternoon is 
mostly taken up with reading quietly in their beds or maybe playing in their room. This was what 
I became accustomed to seeing since school started and why their play over break had struck me. 
After a morning online, there are no sweeping imaginative games that engross all four kids for 
hours.  

The tenor of my childrens’ play changes on distance learning days. They seem lethargic, tired 
and spent from their morning online, while simultaneously vibrating with pent up energy. I push 
them outside, but they struggle to get into the same wonderful play groove they previously 
enjoyed. There is more fighting as siblings struggle to remain on the same page or some will 
want to play while others do not. They do not seem able to problem-solve their differences in 
play ideas. Rather than being motivated to work it out simply to ensure play continues, they give 
up and retreat to read alone in their room. Meanwhile, my little two happily play with one 
another, but they also yearn for the bigger ones and do not understand their absence.  

I deeply appreciate and marvel that my children can self-regulate in this way. I know that after a 
stimulating morning online perhaps an afternoon of quiet reading is just what they need. Also, I 
want to provide the caveat that I am thrilled with how their teachers structured distance learning 
and know that my kids are primarily happy, engaged and learning. Still, I wonder what these 
play changes signify and watch my children for clues as to their mental health and how they are 
weathering these times. We are all walking through this global crisis together for the first time, 
and no one knows how to navigate past every hurdle. I am finding value in this Reggio-inspired 
practice of curious observation and allowing my noticings to affect how I respond to my 
children’s changing needs. 

Call for Participation  
Outreach and Growth Committee 

The newly created virtual events of the RINM have attracted new participants both within and 
beyond the Twin Cities. We have many people on our mailing list and followers of our website 
and Facebook page. That is a very exciting and positive aspect of Covid. Many people have 
expressed appreciation for this opportunity to participate from their homes, wherever they might 
be. No trudging through snow, getting up early, driving long distances and no difficulty 
accessing professional development experiences.  

The Reggio-Inspired Network of Minnesota Outreach and Growth Committee is planning for 
2021-22 Monthly Gatherings. We are looking for individuals or groups (like schools) to lead 
Monthly Gatherings. Presentations need to include and build on Reggio principles, and may 
include current work or an area of study. Presentations often include a variety of approaches, 
including discussion, hands-on experiences and video/or Powerpoint.  

 



 

Please consider this as a personal challenge to lead or co-lead a Network event. We would like to 
incorporate your experiences into upcoming events. 

Some questions to get you thinking: 

● What have you been exploring and learning with your children?  
● What are your children exploring in the house area? building area?  music?  outside 

environment? 
● What conversations have given you insight into their theories?  
● Which of the Hundred Languages are being expressed in your classroom?  
● Have the children translated one language into another?  
● What strategies, intentions and hypotheses have you discussed as a staff? 
● What have you struggled with and created solutions around?  
● What other learning stories could you tell? 

While it is still uncertain when Gatherings will be held in person, we would like to continue to 
host a virtual component via Zoom. 

A stipend of up to $200 is given for a 2-3 hour Gathering, with additional funds if your 
presentation has Parent Aware/Develop MN approval. 

Proposals for presentations will be accepted until April 10, 2021. Click here to submit a 
proposal. 

Public Library Resources 
The Debra S. Fish Early Childhood Resource Library is located at Think Small, 10 Yorkton 
Court, St. Paul, Minnesota. The collection is part of the Saint Paul Public Library system catalog 
http://www.sppl.org/ and is available through the statewide virtual library, MnLINK at 
https://www.mnlinkgateway.org. The Reggio-Inspired Network of Minnesota partners with the 
Debra S. Fish Early Childhood Resource Library to provide access to literature about the Reggio 
Approach. All the resources are translated into English (even if the title is listed in Italian). 

All you need is a library card.  Resources can be delivered and returned to ANY Minnesota 
public library. 

Even with the restrictions that we continue to face due to COVID-19, Debra Fish Library 
resources continue to be available by request. This link lists the collection clustered under 
general topics related to Reggio thought. The links (SPPL or MNLink) will take you directly to 
that title in the collection. Additionally, you can search by keyword “Reggio” in the library 
catalogue. 
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Shop and Support 
Do you shop on Amazon? Use Amazon Smile: smile.amazon.com when shopping at Amazon 
and designate the Reggio-Inspired Network of Minnesota to accept their donation. Amazon will 
donate .5% of your shopping total directly to the network at no expense to you! 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

For more news and events visit us at  www.mnreggio.org and like us on Facebook! 
Send us an email: reggioinspiredmn@gmail.com 

 
Newsletter Editors 

Lani Shapiro - Content 
Emily Benz, Patti Loftus & Reba Batalden - Copy 

Sarah Grundhoefer - Production 
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